20	HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS
If he was a citizen of no place, he was subject to the law of his
domicil.1
It is clear, however, that all cases where a conflict of laws
arose could not be determined by the simple method of apply-
ing the personal law of the defendant. If, for instance, the
dispute concerned a contract or a disposition of property in
which two persons belonging to different provinces were con-
cerned, some other rule must have existed to show what law was
applicable. The texts of the Corpus Juris are not particularly
helpful, but certain isolated rules on the subject can be dis-
covered.2 For instance, questions concerning contracts appear
to have been decided according to the law of the place where
the contract was made, and transactions relating to property
were governed by the lex situs.
%\ Fall of the Roman Empire^ sixth to tenth centuries.
The era of After the barbarians overthrew the Roman Empire and
settled tribe after tribe in the territories where hitherto Roman
law had prevailed, there arose what is called the system of
personal laws. There ceased to be a territorial law applicable
to all persons living within a certain defined space. Instead,
each tribe, Visigoth, Lombard, Burgundian and so on, retained
its own tribal law, in much the same way as nowadays Europeans,
Hindus and Mohammedans in India have their own family and
religious laws.3 Savigny has described the position as follows:4
*When the Goths, Burgundians, Franks and Lombards founded
kingdoms in the countries formerly subject to the power of Rome,
there were two different modes of treating the conquered race. They
might be extirpated by destroying or enslaving the freemen, or the
conquering nations, for the sake of increasing their own numbers,
might transform the Romans into Germans, by enforcing on them their
manners, constitution and laws. Neither mode, however, was followed;
for although many Romans were slain, expatriated or enslaved, this
was only the lot of individuals and not the systematic treatment of the
nation. Both races on the contrary lived together and preserved their
separate manners and laws. From this state of society arose that con-
dition of civil rights denominated personal rights or personal laws in
opposition to territorial laws. The moderns always assume that the
1	Savigny, op. cit., p. 76.
2	Coleman Phillipson, The International Law and Custom of Ancient Greece and
Rome, i. 285 et seqq.; Beale, Conflict of Laws, pp. r88o-c.
3	Wettlake, p. 12.
4	Vol. i, c. 3. Cathcart's translation; and see Gibbon, Decline and Tall of the
Roman Empire^ c. xxxviii.

